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ON EXPLICIT L2-CONVERGENCE RATE ESTIMATE FOR
UNDERDAMPED LANGEVIN DYNAMICS
YU CAO, JIANFENG LU, AND LIHAN WANG
Abstract. We provide a new explicit estimate of exponential decay rate of underdamped
Langevin dynamics in L2 distance. To achieve this, we first prove a Poincaré-type inequality
with Gibbs measure in space and Gaussian measure in momentum. Our new estimate pro-
vides a more explicit and simpler expression of decay rate; moreover, when the potential is
convex with Poincaré constant m ! 1, our new estimate offers the decay rate of Op?mq after
optimizing the choice of friction coefficient, which is much faster compared to Opmq for the
overdamped Langevin dynamics.
1. Introduction
We consider the convergence rate for the following underdamped Langevin dynamics pxt, vtq P
R
d ˆ Rd, given by
(1)
#
dxt “ vt dt
dvt “ ´∇Upxtqdt´ γvt dt`
a
2γ dWt,
where Upxq is the potential energy, γ is the friction coefficient, and Wt is a d-dimensional
standard Brownian motion; the mass and temperature are set to be 1 for simplicity. The
associated Fokker-Planck (FP) equation of (1) for the probability density function ρpt, x, vq is
given by
Btρ “ p´v ¨∇x `∇xU ¨∇vqpρq ` γ
`
∆vρ`∇v ¨ pvρq
˘
.(2)
It is well-known that under mild assumptions the above FP equation (2) admits a unique
stationary density function given by
ρ8px, vq “ µU pxqκpvq,(3)
where
µU pxq “ 1
ZU
e´Upxq, κpvq “ 1p2πqd{2 e
´ |v|2
2 , ZU “
ˆ
Rd
e´Upxq dx.
When γ Ñ 8, the rescaled dynamics xpγqt :“ xγt converges to the Smoluchowski SDE, also
known as the overdamped Langevin dynamics (see e.g., [20, Sec. 6.5]), which is given by
dx
p8q
t “ ´∇Upxp8qt qdt`
?
2 dWt.
An equivalent formalism is the following backward Kolmogorov equation,
Btf “ Lf, L “ Lham ` γLFD, fp0, x, vq “ f0px, vq,(4)
where Lham is the energy-conservation term and LFD is the fluctuation-dissipation term
(5)
"
Lham “ v ¨∇x ´∇xU ¨∇v
LFD “ ∆v ´ v ¨∇v.
Date: February 4, 2020.
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As a remark, (4) could be derived from (2) by considering ρpt, x, vq “ fpt, x,´vqρ8px, vq [20];
since ‖ρ´ ρ8‖L2
ρ
´1
8
” ∥∥f ´ ´ f dρ8∥∥L2ρ8 , the exponential convergence of the Fokker-Planck
equation (2) is equivalent to the exponential decay of fpt, ¨, ¨q to zero, provided that ´ f0 dρ8 “ 0.
Similarly, one could obtain the backward Kolmogorov equation for the overdamped Langevin
dynamics, which is given by
Bth “ ´∇xU ¨∇xh`∆xh, hp0, xq “ h0pxq.(6)
If µU satisfies a Poincaré inequality, one could show that the generator in the above equation is
self-adjoint and coercive with respect to L2µU . As a consequence, if
´
h0 dµU “ 0, then hpt, xq
decays to zero exponentially fast as tÑ8.
Unlike the generator of (6), the generator L in (4) for the underdamped Langevin is not
uniformly elliptic. As a result, proving the exponential convergence of ρpt, ¨, ¨q to the equilibrium
ρ8 is more challenging. After a huge amount of works, the exponential convergence of the
underdamped Langevin dynamics is now well understood in various norms (see Sec. 1.1 below
for a brief review).
Our goal in this work is to provide a rather explicit estimate of the decay rate in L2 for the
semigroup in (4), based on a framework by Armstrong and Mourrat recently proposed in [2]. In
particular, under some additional assumptions of U , we obtain explicit estimates for λ ą 0 such
that for any possible f “ fpt, x, vq satisfying (4) and ´ f0 dρ8 “ 0, we have
‖fpt, ¨, ¨q‖L2ρ8 ď e
´λt ‖f0‖L2ρ8 .(7)
In the rest of this section, we shall first briefly review existing approaches to study the
exponential convergence of (4) (or equivalently (2)) in Sec. 1.1. Next, we will present in Sec. 1.2
our assumptions and main results, and compare our estimate of the decay rate λ with some
previous works aiming at explicit estimates [8, 21, 6].
1.1. A brief literature review. There is a substantial amount of works in the literature for
studying the exponential convergence of the underdamped Langevin dynamics. Below, we shall
categorize them based on the norms and approaches to characterize the convergence.
(i) (Convergence in H1ρ8 norm). The exponential convergence of the kinetic Fokker-Planck
equation in H1ρ8 was proved by Villani in [26, Theorem 35]; see also [25] for a brief overview of
main ideas. Since L2ρ8 norm is controlled by H
1
ρ8
norm, this result automatically implies the
convergence of (4) in L2ρ8 . However, the decay rate therein is quite implicit; see [26, Sec. 7.2].
(ii) (Convergence in a modified L2ρ8 norm). A more direct approach for convergence in L
2
ρ8
was developed by Dolbeault, Mouhot and Schmeiser in [7, 8]. They identified a modified L2ρ8
norm, denoted by E, such that Epρpt, x, vqq Ñ 0 exponentially fast for ρpt, ¨, ¨q evolving according
to (2). This hypocoercivity method was revisited and adapted in [21, Sec. 2] to deal with the
backward Kolmogorov equation (4), i.e., to show that Epfpt, ¨, ¨qq decays to zero exponentially
fast. In Appendix B.1, we will briefly revisit how to choose the Lyaponov function E, based on
[6, Sec. 2], because their setup is consistent with our L2ρ8 estimate in Sec. 1.2 below.
As a remark, the DMS method [7, 8] has been extended or adapted to study the convergence
of spherical velocity Langevin equation [12], non-equilibrium Langevin dynamics [14], Langevin
dynamics with general kinetic energy [23], temperature-accelerated molecular dynamics [24],
just to name a few. It might be interesting to study whether the variational framework [2] we
based on can be extended to these cases.
(iii) (Convergence in Wasserstein distance). Baudoin discussed a general framework of the
Bakry-Émery methodology [3] to hypoelliptic and hypocoercive operators, based on which the
exponential convergence of the kinetic FP equation (quantified by a Wasserstein distance asso-
ciated with a special metric) was proved under certain assumptions on the potential Upxq [5,
Theorem 2.6]; see also [4].
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A different approach is coupling method for underdamped Langevin dynamics (1). In [6,
Sec. 2], for strongly convex potential U , Dalalyan and Riou-Durand considered the mixing of
the marginal distribution in the x coordinate, by a synchronous coupling argument; an estimate
of the convergence rate was also explicitly provided, quantified by W2 distance [6, Theorem 1].
For more general potentials, Eberle, Guillin and Zimmer developed a hybrid coupling method,
composed of synchronous and reflection couplings, to study the exponential convergence of prob-
ability distributions for the underdamped Langevin dynamics (1), quantified by a Kantorovich
semi-metric [9].
There are other approaches to study the long time behavior of the underdamped Langevin
dynamics, e.g., Lyaponov function [18] and spectrum analysis [10, 15]. We will not go into
details here.
1.2. Assumptions and main results.
Assumption 1 (Poincaré inequality for µU ). Assume that the potential Upxq satisfies a Poincaré
inequality in space
(8)
ˆ
Rd
ˆ
f ´
ˆ
Rd
f dµU
˙2
dµU ď 1
m
ˆ
Rd
|∇f |2 dµU , @f P H1µU .
Assumption 2. U P C2pRdq, and the matrix norm of ∇2U , the Hessian of U , satisfies
(9) }∇2xUpxq} ďMp1` |∇xUpxq|q, @ x P Rd.
for some constant M ě 1.
Assumption 3. The embedding H1pµU q ãÝÑ L2pµU q is compact.
The Assumption 2 is commonly used in the literature, see e.g., the books [20, 26] and the
paper [21], and is satisfied when U grows at most exponentially fast as x Ñ 8. Assumption 3
is satisfied when
lim
|x|Ñ8
Upxq
|x|α “ 8
for some α ą 1 (see [13] for a proof).
The L2κ-dual space of H
1
κ is denoted by H
´1
κ . By abuse of notation, we denote the canonical
pairing x¨, ¨yH1κ,H´1κ between f P H
1
κ and f
˚ P H´1κ byˆ
Rd
ff˚ dκpvq :“ xf, f˚y
H1κ,H
´1
κ
.
For an arbitrary Banach space X and time interval I, we denote by LppI ˆ µU ;Xq the Banach
space of functions fpt, x, vq with norm
}f}LppIˆµU ;Xq :“
´ ˆ
IˆRd
}fpt, x, ¨q}pX dt dµU pxq
¯ 1
p
.
For the rest of the paper, we consider I “ p0, T q. Finally, inspired by the work of Armstrong
and Mourrat [2], we define the Banach space
H1hyppI ˆ µU q :“
 
f P L2pI ˆ µU , H1κq : Btf ´ Lhamf P L2pI ˆ µU ;H´1κ q
(
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, there exist a constant λ ą 0 and univer-
sal constants C0, c0 independent of all parameters such that, for every T P p0,8q and f P
H1hyppp0, T q ˆ µU q satisfying
(10)
ˆ
RdˆRd
fpt “ 0, x, vqdρ8px, vq “ 0,
and the backward Kolmogorov equation (4), we have, for every t P p0, T q,
}fpt, ¨q}L2pµU ;L2κq ď C0 expp´λtq}fpt “ 0, ¨q}L2pµU ;L2κq.
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Moreover, λ can be made explicit as
λ “ ?m log
´
1` γ
?
m
c0p
?
m`R` γq2
¯
with some constant R ą 0 which is given by
(i) If U is convex, then
R “ 0.
(ii) If the Hessian of U is bounded from below
(11) ∇2xUpxq ě ´K Id, @x P Rd
for some constant K ě 0, then
R “
?
K.
Note that if K “ 0, we recover the estimate in case (i).
(iii) In the most general case without further assumptions,
R “M
?
d.
Remark 1.1.
(i) If we fix m “ Op1q, then, when γ Ñ 0 (resp. γ Ñ8), our estimate provides an estimate
on decay rate of Opγq (resp. Opγ´1q). This is consistent with [21] and also the isotropic Gaussian
case when Upxq “ m
2
|x|2 (see Appendix A).
(ii) In the convex case, if we optimize with respect to γ by choosing γ “ ?m, then
λ “ ?m log`1` 1
4c0
˘
.
As is shown in Appendix A, the scaling on m is optimal in the regime mÑ 0, as it is the rate
even for isotropic quadratic potential. To the best of our knowledge, this optimal
?
m convergence
rate is new in the literature. We refer the readers to Appendix B for the corresponding results
from the DMS method, with a slightly more explicit estimate compared to [21].
(iii) In case that Hessian of U is bounded from below, condition (11) is satisfied e.g., for the
double well potential Upxq “ p|x|2 ´ 1q2 with K “ 4. Our scaling on K is consistent with [16,
Theorem 1] and [17, Sec. 5]. Similar assumption is also used in [19, Theorem 1] for functional
inequalities.
(iv) It is well-known that for overdamped Langevin dynamics, the decay rate is simply m in
L2µU for (6). By part (ii) of this remark, when m ! 1, the underdamped Langevin dynamics (1)
could converge to its equilibrium ρ8 at a rate Op
?
mq, which is much faster than the overdamped
Langevin dynamics.
(v) Despite there is no direct link between the decay rates in L2 distance and Wasserstein
distance, we can nonetheless compare the scaling. As we mentioned earlier, using synchronous
coupling, Dalalyan and Riou-Durand [6] provided an explicit estimate of the decay rate in W2 of
Opm{?L`mq, under the stronger assumption that mId ď ∇2U ď LId. While this agrees with
our estimate when L “ Opmq, in general it is worse, especially when L is much larger.
Remark 1.2. Due to the following relation (see e.g., [22])
1?
2
‖ρ´ ρ8‖TV ď
b
D
`
ρ || ρ8
˘ ďaχ2pρ, ρ8q
” ‖ρ´ ρ8‖L2
ρ
´1
8
”
∥
∥
∥
∥
f ´
ˆ
f dρ8
∥
∥
∥
∥
L2ρ8
,
where f “ dρ{ dρ8. Theorem 1 implies that ρpt, ¨, ¨q converges to ρ8 with rate 2λ in both
χ2-divergence and relative entropy, and with rate λ in total variation distance.
Our decay estimate is based on the following Poincaré inequality:
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Theorem 2. Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, there exist a universal constant C0 independent
of all parameters, and a constant R ă 8 (the same constant as in Thoerem 1) such that for
every f P H1hyppI ˆ µU q, we have
(12) }f ´ pfqIˆµU }L2pIˆµU ;L2κq ď C0
´`
1` 1
T
?
m
`Rp 1?
m
` T q˘}∇vf}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq
` p 1?
m
` T q}Btf ´ Lhamf}L2pIˆµU ;H´1κ q
¯
,
where
pfqIˆµU :“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
fpt, x, vqdt dρ8px, vq.
Notations. We define a projection operator for φpt, x, vq P L2pI ˆ µU ;L2κq by
pΠvφqpt, xq :“
ˆ
Rd
φpt, x, vqdκpvq.(13)
Πv is used to obtain the marginal component of φ in L2pI ˆ µU q. By slight abuse of notation,
for φpx, vq P L2ρ8pR2dq, we also use the same notation Πv to represent the similar projection,
i.e., pΠvφqpxq :“
´
Rd
φpx, vq dκpvq. The adjoint of ∇x and ∇v in the Hilbert space L2pρ8q
is given by ∇˚xpF q “ ´∇x ¨ F ` ∇xU ¨ F and ∇˚vF “ ´∇v ¨ F ` v ¨ F , for the vector field
F px, vq : R2d Ñ Rd. Thus we can rewrite operators Lham and LFD by
Lham “ ∇˚v∇x ´∇˚x∇v, LFD “ ´∇˚v∇v.(14)
Since we are also dealing with functions that involve both time and space variables, we also
introduce short-hand notations s∇ “ pBt,∇xqJ and its L2pI ˆ µU q-adjoint s∇˚ “ p´Bt,∇˚xq. We
also use the convention Bx0 “ Bt.
2. Proofs
We start with a few elementary lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. (Poincaré Inequality) For f P H1pI ˆ µU q,
(15) }f ´ pfqIˆµU }2L2pIˆµU q ď max
 1
m
,
T 2
π2
(´}Btf}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xf}2L2pIˆµU q¯.
Proof. Define pfqxptq “
´
Rd
fpx, tqdµU pxq. Then,
‖f ´ pfqIˆµU ‖2L2pIˆµU q
“ }f ´ pfqx}2L2pIˆµU q ` }pfqx ´ pfqIˆµU }2L2pIˆµU q
ď
ˆ T
0
}fpt, xq ´ pfqxptq}2L2µU dt`
ˆ T
0
´ˆ
Rd
`
fpt, xq ´
ˆ T
0
fps, xq ds˘ dµU pxq¯2 dt
(8)
ď 1
m
ˆ T
0
}∇xf}2L2µU ptqdt`
ˆ
Rd
ˆ T
0
`
fpt, xq ´
ˆ T
0
fps, xq ds˘2 dt dµU pxq
ď 1
m
}∇xf}2L2pIˆµU q `
T 2
π2
ˆ
Rd
}Btfpxq}2L2p0,T q dµU pxq
“ max 1
m
,
T 2
π2
(`}Btf}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xf}2L2pIˆµU q˘,
where the last inequality follows the standard Poincaré inequality on p0, T q:
}f ´
ˆ T
0
fpsqds}L2p0,T q ď T
π
}f 1ptq}L2p0,T q. 
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Lemma 2.2. For any φ P H1pI ˆ µU q, we have
(16) }φ∇xU}2L2pIˆµU q ď 8}∇xφ}2L2pIˆµU q ` 2pM2d2 `Mdq}φ}2L2pIˆµU q,
where M is the constant in (9).
Proof.
}φ∇xU}2L2pIˆµU q “
ˆ
IˆRd
φ2∇xU ¨∇xU dt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
∇x ¨ pφ2∇xUqdt dµU pxq
“ 2
ˆ
IˆRd
φ∇xφ ¨∇xU dt dµU pxq `
ˆ
IˆRd
φ2∆xU dt dµU pxq
(9)
ď 1
4
}φ∇xU}2L2pIˆµU q ` 4}∇xφ}2L2pIˆµU q
`Md}φ}2L2pIˆµU q `Md
ˆ
IˆRd
φ2|∇xU | dt dµU pxq
ď 1
4
}φ∇xU}2L2pIˆµU q ` 4}∇xφ}2L2pIˆµU q `Md}φ}2L2pIˆµU q
`M2d2}φ}2L2pIˆµU q `
1
4
}φ∇xU}2L2pIˆµU q.
Thus we finish the proof of (16) after rearranging. 
Lemma 2.3. For any u P H2pI ˆ µU q,
}D2u}2L2pIˆµU q “
dÿ
i,j“0
}BxiBxju}2L2pIˆµU q ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `R2}s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q¯
Here C0 is a universal constant, and R is the same constant defined in Theorem 1.
Proof. The starting point of the proof is Bochner’s formula
dÿ
i,j“0
|Bxi,xju|2 “ s∇u ¨ s∇s∇˚ s∇u´ p∇xuqJ∇2xU∇xu´ s∇˚ s∇|s∇u|22 .
Integrate over I ˆ µU and (noticing the last term above has integral zero) we get
(17)
dÿ
i,j“0
}Bxi,xju}2L2pIˆµU q “ }s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q ´ ˆ
IˆRd
p∇xuqJ∇2xU∇xu dt dµU pxq.
Let us first discuss the easier case when U satisfies (11). We can estimate directly
(18)
dÿ
i,j“0
}Bxi,xju}2L2pIˆµU q “ }s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q ´ ˆ
IˆRd
p∇xuqJ∇2xU∇xu dt dµU pxq
ď }s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `K}∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q.
This verifies the conclusion in cases (i) (setting K “ 0) and (ii).
Now we deal with the more general case, without assuming (11). For the rest of the proof,
we let C0 be a universal constant independent of all parameters, and may change line by line.
Using (16) with φ “ Bxiu, i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d,ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2|∇xU |2 dt dµU pxq “
dÿ
i“1
ˆ
IˆRd
pBxiuq2|∇xU |2 dt dµU pxq
(16)
ď C0
´
}D2u}2L2pIˆµU q `M2d2
ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2 dt dµU pxq
¯
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(17)
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M2d2 ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2 dt dµU pxq
´
ˆ
IˆRd
p∇xuqJ∇2xU∇xu dt dµU pxq
¯
(9)
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M2d2 ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2 dt dµU pxq
`M
ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2p1` |∇xU |qdt dµU pxq
¯
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M2d2 ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2 dt dµU pxq
`M2
ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2 dt dµU pxq
¯
` 1
2
ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2|∇xU |2 dt dµU pxq.
Rearranging the terms, we arrive at
(19)
ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2|∇xU |2 dt dµU pxq ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M2d2 ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2 dt dµU pxq
¯
.
Therefore by (19),
}D2u}2L2pIˆµU q
(9),(17)
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M ˆ
IˆRd
|∇xu|2p1` |∇xU |qdt dµU pxq
¯
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M}∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q
`M}∇xu}L2pIˆµU q}|∇xu||∇xU |}L2pIˆµU q
¯
(19)
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M}∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q
`M}∇xu}L2pIˆµU qp}s∇˚ s∇u}L2pIˆµU q `Md}∇xu}L2pIˆµU qq¯
ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `M2d}∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q¯. 
One of the key lemmas of our proof is the following result on elliptic regularity on I ˆ Rd
with the measure dt dµU . The solution to such elliptic equation will play an important role in
the proof of Lemma 2.6.
Lemma 2.4. Consider the following elliptic equation:
(20)
# ´ Bttu`∇˚x∇xu “ h in I ˆ Rd,
Btupt “ 0, ¨q “ Btupt “ T, ¨q “ 0 in Rd.
Assume h P H´1pI ˆ µU q, and phqIˆµU “ 0. Define the function space
V “  u P H1pI ˆ µU q : ˆ
IˆRd
upt, xqdt dµU pxq “ 0
(
.
Then
(i) There exists a unique u P V which is a weak solution to ( 20). More precisely, for any
v P H1pI ˆ µU q, we haveˆ
IˆRd
pBtuBtv `∇xu ¨∇xvqdt dµU pxq “
ˆ
IˆRd
hv dt dµU pxq.
When h P L2pI ˆ µU q, we have the estimate
(21) }Btu}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q ď max
 1
m
,
T 2
π2
(}h}2L2pIˆµU q.
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(ii) If h P L2pIˆµU q, then the solution u to ( 20) satisfies u P H2pIˆµU q, with the estimate
(22)
dÿ
i,j“0
}Bxi,xju}2L2pIˆµU q ď C0
`
1`R2 maxt 1
m
,T 2u˘}h}2L2pIˆµU q,
where C0 is a universal constant and R is defined above as in Theorem 1.
Proof. (i) V is a linear Hilbert space and has non-zero elements (any function constant in t,
and H1 and mean zero in x is included in V ). Moreover, V is a subspace of H1pI ˆ µU q, and
for the rest of the paper we equip it with the H1pI ˆ µU q norm. We also define the following
inner-product:
Bpu, vq :“
ˆ
IˆRd
pBtuBtv `∇xu ¨∇xvqdt dµU pxq.
One can easily verify Bp¨, ¨q is an inner product on V . Notice that if Bpu, uq “ 0 then Btu “
∇xu “ 0, leaving u to be a constant, which has to be 0 since
´
IˆRd u dt dµU pxq “ 0. If u
is a weak solution of (20), then for any v P V , Bpu, vq “ ´
IˆRd hv dt dµU pxq, and necessarily´
IˆRd h dt dµU pxq “ 0 when we take v “ 1.
Since
´
IˆRd upt, xqdt dµU pxq “ 0, by Poincaré inequality (Lemma 2.1) we can show B is
coercive under H1pI ˆ µU q norm in the sense of
Bru, us “ }Btu}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q
ě 1
C
p}Btu}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q ` }u}2L2pIˆµU qq
“ 1
C
}u}2H1pIˆµU q.
We can also show B is bounded above since it is an inner-product and Bru, us ď }u}2
H1pIˆµU q.
Define a linear functional on V : Hpvq :“ ´
IˆRd hv dt dµU pxq. One can verify the boundedness
of H :
|Hpvq| ď }h}H´1pIˆµU q}v}H1pIˆµU q.
Thus by Lax-Milgram’s Theorem, the equation (20) has a unique weak solution u P V . Finally
when h P L2pI ˆ µU q
p}Btu}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xu}2L2pIˆµU qq2 “ Bru, us2
“
´ˆ
IˆRd
hu dt dµU pxq
¯2
ď }h}2L2pIˆµU q}u}2L2pIˆµU q
ď max 1
m
,
T 2
π2
(}h}2L2pIˆµU q`}Btu}2L2pIˆµU q ` }∇xu}2L2pIˆµU q˘,
and the desired estimate follows.
(ii) For each i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, consider the elliptic equation
(23)
# ´ Bttwi `∇˚x∇xwi “ Bxih´∇xu ¨∇xBxiU in I ˆ Rd,
Btwipt “ 0, ¨q “ Btwipt “ T, ¨q “ 0 in Rd.
We first verify the rhs has total integral zero. Indeedˆ
IˆRd
pBxih´∇xu ¨∇xBxiUqdt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
phBxiU ´∇xu ¨∇xBxiUqdt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
`p´Bttu`∇˚x∇xuqBxiU ´∇xu ¨∇xBxiU˘ dt dµU pxq
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“
ˆ
IˆRd
`BtuBtxiU `∇xu ¨∇xBxiU ´∇xu ¨∇xBxiU˘dt dµU pxq “ 0.
The next step is to show rhs is in H´1pI ˆ µU q. Pick a test function φ P H1pI ˆ µU q with
}φ}H1pIˆµU q “ 1, and by Lemma 2.2:ˆ
IˆRd
pBxih´∇xu ¨∇xBxiUqφdt dµU pxq
ď
ˆ
IˆRd
p´hBxiφ` hφBxiUqdt dµU pxq `
ˆ
IˆRd
|φ∇xu||∇xBxiU | dt dµpxq
(9)
ď }h}L2pIˆµU qp1` }φBxiU}L2pIˆµU qq `M
ˆ
IˆRd
|φ∇xu|p1` |∇xU |qdt dµpxq
ď }h}L2pIˆµU qp1` }φBxiU}L2pIˆµU qq `M}∇xu}L2pIˆµU qp1` }φ∇xU}L2pIˆµU qq
(16),(21)
ď CpMq}h}L2pIˆµU q,
where CpMq ą 0 is a constant depending onM . Therefore, by piq we know there exists a wi P V
which is the weak solution of (23).
The next step is to verify wi “ Bxiu ´ 1T
´
IˆµU Bxiu dt dµU pxq. We know both functions are
in L2pI ˆ µU q with spatial integral zero. For derivations below, we use the short-hand notation
pf, gq :“ ´
IˆRd fg dt dµU pxq, and we don’t specify the regularities of f and g. Take any test
function φ P H2pI ˆ µU q. Using integration by parts it is easy to check
p´Bttwi `∇˚x∇xwi, φq “ pBtwi, Btφq ` p∇xwi,∇xφq.
Now we do the calculations using the equation:
p´Bttwi `∇˚x∇xwi, φq “ pBxih´∇xBxiU ¨∇xu, φq
“ ph,´Bxiφ` φBxiUq ´ p∇xBxiU ¨∇xu, φq
“ p´Bttu`∇˚x∇xu,´Bxiφ` φBxiUq ´ p∇xBxiU ¨∇xu, φq
“ `Btu, Btp´Bxiφ` φBxiUq˘` `∇xu,∇xp´Bxiφ` φBxiUq˘
´ p∇xBxiU ¨∇xu, φq
“ `Btu, Btp´Bxiφ` φBxiUq˘` p∇xu,´∇xBxiφ` BxiU∇xφq
“ pBtBxiu, Btφq ` p∇xBxiu,∇xφq.
The equality holds when we replace Bxiu by Bxiu´ 1T
´
IˆµU Bxiu dt dµU pxq as it is invariant under
a constant shift. This shows that, as L2pI ˆµU q functions, wi “ Bxiu´ 1T
´
IˆµU Bxiu dt dµU pxq.
However we already have wi P H1pIˆµU q, thus we have shown that Bxiu P H1pIˆµU q for each
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d. Finally we use the equation Bttu “ ∇˚x∇xu ´ h to verify that Bttu P L2pI ˆ µU q.
This suffices to show u P H2pI ˆ µU q.
To estimate }D2u}2
L2pIˆµU q we simply apply Lemma 2.3 and use
s∇˚ s∇u “ h:
}D2u}2L2pIˆµU q ď C0
´
}s∇˚ s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q `R2}s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q¯
(2.1)
ď C0
`
1`R2 maxt 1
m
,T 2u˘}h}2L2pIˆµU q. 
Remark 2.5. Lemma 2.4 together with Assumption 3 tells us that L2pµU q has an orthonormal
basis t1u Y twλu where wλ P H1pµU q are eigenfunctions of ∇˚x∇x with eigenvalue λ2 for some
λ ą 0:
∇˚x∇xwλ “ λ2wλ.
Further, by Assumption 1, any eigenvalue λ2 of ∇˚x∇x satisfies λ ě
?
m, in fact, the smallest
λ is precisely
?
m, the root of the Poincaré constant; the spectrum of ∇˚x∇x is unbounded from
above.
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We finally need a lemma for the solution of a divergence equation with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. This will provide us test functions which play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 2.6. For any function f P L2pI ˆ µU q with pfqIˆµU “ 0, there exist pd` 1q functionssφ “ pφ0, φ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , φdqJ P H10 pI ˆ µU qd`1 such that
(24) s∇˚sφ “ ´Btφ0 ` dÿ
i“1
B˚xiφi “ f
with estimates
(25) }sφ}L2pIˆµU q ď C0 max 1?m,T(}f}L2pIˆµU q
and
(26) }s∇sφ}L2pIˆµU q “ ´ dÿ
i,j“0
‖Biφj‖2L2pIˆµU q
¯1{2
ď C0
`
1` 1?
mT
` R?
m
`RT ˘}f}L2pIˆµU q.
Here C0 is a universal constant and R is exactly the constant in Theorem 1.
Proof. Let H be the subspace of L2pIˆµU q that consists of “harmonic functions”, in other words,
f P H if and only if s∇˚ s∇f “ 0. We consider the decomposition f “ f p1q ` f p2q where f p1q P H
and f p2q K H. Since 1 P H we know pf p2qqIˆµU “ 0 and hence pf p1qqIˆµU “ 0. Therefore by
linearity it suffices to consider f p1q and f p2q separately. For f p2q, the equation
(27)
#
´ Bttu`∇˚x∇xu “ f p2q in I ˆ Rd,
Btupt “ 0, ¨q “ Btupt “ T, ¨q “ 0 in Rd
has a unique solution in V by Lemma 2.4. Moreover, for any v P H XH1pI ˆ µU q, integration
by parts yields
0 “
ˆ
IˆRd
f p2qv dt dµpxq “ Bru, vs
“
ˆ
IˆRd
us∇˚ s∇v dt dµpxq ` ˆ
Rd
`
upT qBtvpT q ´ up0qBtvp0q
˘
dµpxq
Therefore, since v is arbitrary, we have upT q “ up0q “ 0, meaning ∇xu P H10 pI ˆ µU qd. Also
Btu P H10 pI ˆµU q. Thus for f p2q part, it suffices to take correspondingly φp2q0 “ Btu, φp2qi “ Bxiu
with the estimates
(28) }sφp2q}2L2pIˆµU q “ }s∇u}2L2pIˆµU q(21)ď max 1m, T 2π2 (}f p2q}2L2pIˆµU q,
and
(29) }s∇sφp2q}2L2pIˆµU q “ }D2u}2L2pIˆµU q(22)ď C0p1 ` R2m `R2T 2q}f p2q}2L2pIˆµU q.
Now we consider the f p1q part. Since t1u Y twλu forms an orthonormal basis in L2pI ˆ µU q
and pf p1qqIˆµU “ 0, we have an orthogonal decomposition
f p1qpt, xq “ f0ptq `
ÿ
λ
fλptqwλpxq.
Since f p1q is harmonic,
0 “ s∇˚ s∇f p1q “ ´f20 ptq `ÿ
λ
p´f2λptq ` λ2fλptqqwλpxq
and therefore f0ptq is an affine function f0ptq “ cpt´ T2 q for some constant c, as f0ptq has integral
zero. Moreover for λ ą 0 there exists constants cλ˘ such that
fλptq “ cλ`eλt ` cλ´eλpT´tq.
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The construction of sφp0q for f0ptq is easy: We can simply take φp0qi “ 0 for 1 ď i ď d and
φ
p0q
0 pt, xq “
´ t
0
f0pτqdτ (so that φp0q0 pT, xq “ 0 since f0 integrates to 0), and thus
(30) }sφp0q}L2pIˆµU q ď Tπ }f0}L2pIˆµU q,
and
(31) }s∇sφp0q}L2pIˆµU q ď }f0}L2pIˆµU q.
Now without loss of generality, we assume f p1q “ eλtwλpxq for a particular λ (the case
f p1q “ eλpT´tqwλpxq can be treated similarly by flipping time and the general case follows from
a linear combination). Thus }f p1q}2
L2pIˆµU q “ e
2λT´1
2λ
. We need to find sφp1q such that
´Btφp1q0 `
dÿ
i“1
B˚xiφ
p1q
i “ eλtwλpxq.
By Lemma 2.4 wλ P H2pI ˆ µU q, thus we can take the ansatz φp1q0 “ ψ1ptqwλpxq and for
i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , d, φp1qi “ ψ2ptqBxiwλpxq, and the two functions ψ1ptq, ψ2ptq should satisfy ψ1p0q “
ψ1pT q “ ψ2p0q “ ψ2pT q “ 0 as well as the equation
(32) ´ ψ11ptq ` λ2ψ2ptq “ eλt.
Of course there exists infinitely many possible solutions, we will choose a particular one so
that sφp1q satisfies the desired estimates. Let us introduce a short-hand notation L “ eλT , so
}f p1q}2
L2pIˆµU q “ L
2´1
2λ
. Let
hpxq “
$’&
’%
4
L´ 1 px´ 1q, x P r1,
L` 1
2
s;
4
L´ 1 pL´ xq, x P r
L` 1
2
, Ls.
Pick gpsq “ shpsq, then gp1q “ gpLq “ 0, and ´ L
1
gpsq
s
ds “ L ´ 1. From the expression we can
directly derive (using λ ě ?m)
gpsq ď 2s and g1psq ď L
L´ 1 “ 1`
1
eλT ´ 1 ď 1`
1?
mT
.
Then pick ψ2ptq “ 1
λ2
gpeλtq. It is easy to compute
}ψ2}2L2pIq “
1
λ4
ˆ T
0
gpeλtq2 dt “ 1
λ5
ˆ L
1
gpsq2
s
ds ď 2pL
2 ´ 1q
λ5
,
and }ψ12}2L2pIq “
1
λ2
ˆ T
0
g1peλtq2e2λt dt “ 1
λ3
ˆ L
1
g1psq2s ds ď L
2 ´ 1
2λ3
p1` 1
mT 2
q.
Moreover since ψ11ptq “ λ2ψ2ptq ´ eλt from (32),
}ψ11}2L2pIq ď 2λ4}ψ2}2L2pIq `
e2λT ´ 1
λ
ď 5pL
2 ´ 1q
λ
.
Finally since
|ψ1ptq| “ |
ˆ t
0
pgpeλsq ´ eλsqds| “ 1
λ
|
ˆ eλt
1
pgpτq
τ
´ 1qdτ | ď 3
λ
peλt ´ 1q
we can estimate
λ2}ψ1}2L2pIq ď 9
ˆ T
0
peλt ´ 1q2 dt ď 9L
2 ´ 1` 2 lnL
λ
ď 18L
2 ´ 1
λ
.
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Now using }wλ}L2pIˆµU q “ 1 and }∇xwλ}L2pIˆµU q “ λ, we estimate }sφp1q}L2pIˆµU q:
(33)
}sφp1q}2L2pIˆµU q “ }φp1q0 }2L2pIˆµU q ` dÿ
i“1
}φp1qi }2L2pIˆµU q
“ }ψ1wλ}2L2pIˆµU q ` }ψ2∇xwλ}2L2pIˆµU q
“ }ψ1}2L2pIq ` λ2}ψ2}2L2pIq ď
C
λ2
}f p1q}2L2pIˆµU q ď
C
m
}f p1q}2L2pIˆµU q.
Combining (28), (30) and (33), we can derive (25).
Now we shift our focus to }s∇sφp1q}L2pIˆµU q. By Lemma 2.3 and s∇˚ s∇wλ “ λ2wλ,
}s∇sφp1q}2L2pIˆµU q “ }s∇φp1q0 }2L2pIˆµU q ` dÿ
i“1
}s∇φp1qi }2L2pIˆµU q
“ }ψ11wλ}2L2pIˆµU q ` }ψ1∇xwλ}2L2pIˆµU q ` }ψ12∇xwλ}2L2pIˆµU q ` }ψ2D2xwλ}2L2pIˆµU q
“ }ψ11}2L2pIq ` λ2}ψ1}2L2pIq ` λ2}ψ12}2L2pIq ` }ψ2}2L2pIqpλ4 `R2λ2q
ď C0p1 ` 1
mT 2
` R
2
λ2
q}f p1q}2L2pIˆµU q
Combining above with (29) and (31), and noticing 1
λ2
ď 1
m
, we finish the proof for (26). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, assume pfqIˆµU “ 0. We start with
(34) }f ´Πvf}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq ď }∇vf}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq.
The proof is simple: for every x we have Gaussian Poincaré inequality, and then integrate over
pt, xq P I ˆ Rd against dt dµU pxq.
Obviously
´
IˆRd Πvf dt dµU pxq “ pfqIˆµU “ 0. Therefore, we can take φi as in Lemma 2.6
with Πvf in place of f , so that s∇˚sφ “ Πvf . The trick in our following step is to introduce v
variable in the calculation. Notice by Gaussianityˆ
Rd
vi dκpvq “ 0,
ˆ
Rd
vivj dκpvq “ δi,j ,
where δi,j is the Kronecker symbol which equals to 1 if i “ j and 0 otherwise. Thus,
(35)
}Πvf}2L2pIˆµU q “
ˆ
IˆRd
Πvf s∇˚sφdt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
Πvfp´Btφ0 ` v ¨∇xφ0 ` v ¨ Btφ´
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ` φ ¨∇xUqdt dρ8px, vq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
fp´Btφ0 ` v ¨∇xφ0 ` v ¨ Btφ´
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ` φ ¨∇xUqdt dρ8px, vq
´
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
p´Btφ0 ` v ¨∇xφ0 ` v ¨ Btφ´
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ` φ ¨∇xUqpf ´Πvfqdt dρ8px, vq.
For the first integral on the right hand side, we use integration by parts:ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
fp´Btφ0 ` v ¨∇xφ0 ` v ¨ Btφ´
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ` φ ¨∇xUqdt dρ8px, vq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
´
Btfφ0 ´ Btfpv ¨ φq ´ φ0pv ¨∇xfq ` fφ0pv ¨∇xUq
` pv ¨∇xfqpv ¨ φq ´ fpv ¨ φqpv ¨∇xUq ` fφ ¨∇xU
¯
dt dρ8px, vq
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“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
´
Btfφ0 ´ Btfpv ¨ φq ´ φ0pv ¨∇xfq ` φ0p∇vf ¨∇xUq
` pv ¨∇xfqpv ¨ φq ´∇v ¨ ppv ¨ φqf∇xUq ` fφ ¨∇xU
¯
dt dρ8px, vq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
´
pBtf ´ v ¨∇xf `∇xU ¨∇vfqpφ0 ´ v ¨ φq
¯
dt dρ8px, vq
ď }Btf ´ Lhamf}L2pIˆµU ;H´1κ q}φ0 ´ v ¨ φ}L2pIˆµU ;H1κq.
We further estimate the term }φ0 ´ v ¨ φ}L2pIˆµU ;H1κq:
}φ0 ´ v ¨ φ}2L2pIˆµU ;H1κq “
ˆ
IˆRd
}φ0 ´ v ¨ φ}2H1κ dt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
´
}φ0 ´ v ¨ φ}2L2κ ` }∇vpφ0 ´ v ¨ φq}
2
L2κ
¯
dt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
´ˆ
Rd
pφ0 ´ v ¨ φq2 dκpvq `
ˆ
Rd
|φ|2 dκpvq
¯
dt dµU pxq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
`
φ20 ` 2|φ|2
˘
dt dµU pxq
(25)
ď C0p 1
m
` T 2q(}Πvf}2L2pIˆµU q.
For the second integral in (35), we estimate (again using the convention Bx0 “ Bt)
} ´ Btφ0 ` v ¨∇xφ0 ` v ¨ Btφ´
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ` φ ¨∇xU}2L2pIˆµU ;L2κq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
pBtφ0 ´ v ¨∇xφ0 ´ v ¨ Btφ`
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ´ φ ¨∇xUq2 dt dρ8px, vq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
´
pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUq2 ´ 2pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUqpv ¨∇xφ0q ´ 2pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUqpv ¨ Btφq
` pv ¨∇xφ0q2 ` pv ¨ Btφq2 ` 2pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUq
ÿ
i,j
vivjBxiφj ` 2pv ¨ Btφqpv ¨∇xφ0q
`
ÿ
i,j,k,l
vivjvkvlBxiφjBxkφl ´ 2
ÿ
i,j,k
vivjvkBtφkBxiφj ´ 2
ÿ
i,j,k
vivjvkBxkφ0Bxiφj
¯
dt dρ8px, vq
“
ˆ
IˆRdˆRd
´
pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUq2 `
ÿ
i
v2i
`pBxiφ0q2 ` pBtφiq2 ` 2Bxiφ0Btφi˘
` 2pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUq
ÿ
i
v2i Bxiφi `
ÿ
i
v4i pBxiφiq2 `
ÿ
i‰j
v2i v
2
j pBxiφjq2
`
ÿ
i‰j
v2i v
2
j BxiφiBxjφj `
ÿ
i‰j
v2i v
2
j BxiφjBxjφi
¯
dt dρ8px, vq
“
ˆ
IˆRd
´
pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUq2 ` |∇xφ0|2 ` |Btφ|2 ` 2∇xφ0 ¨ Btφ` 2pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xUq
ÿ
i
Bxiφi
` 3
ÿ
i
pBxiφiq2 `
ÿ
i‰j
pBxiφjq2 `
ÿ
i‰j
BxiφiBxjφj `
ÿ
i‰j
BxiφjBxjφi
¯
dt dµU pxq
ď
ˆ
IˆRd
´
pBtφ0 ´ φ ¨∇xU `
ÿ
i
Bxiφiq2 ` 2
dÿ
pi,jq‰p0,0q
|Bxiφj |2
¯
dt dµU pxq
(27),(17)“ }Πvf}2L2pIˆµU q ` 2}s∇sφ}2L2pIˆµU q ď C0p1 ` 1?mT ` R?m `RT q}Πvf}2L2pIˆµU q.
Combining the above estimates, we arrive at
}Πvf}2L2pIˆµU q ď }Btf ´ Lhamf}L2pIˆµU ;H´1κ q}φ0 ´ v ¨ φ}L2pIˆµU ;H1κq
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` } ´ Btφ0 ` v ¨∇xφ0 ` v ¨ Btφ´
ÿ
i
viv ¨ Bxiφ` φ ¨∇xU}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq}f ´Πvf}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq
ď C0
´
p 1?
m
` T }Btf ´ Lhamf}L2pIˆµU ;H´1κ q}Πvf}L2pIˆµU q
` p1` 1?
mT
` R?
m
`RT q}∇vf}L2pIˆµU q}Πvf}L2pIˆµU q
¯
.
Finally
}f}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq ď }f ´Πvf}L2pIˆµU ;L2κq ` }Πvf}L2pIˆµU q
ď C0
´
p 1?
m
` T q}Btf ´ Lhamf}L2pIˆµU ;H´1κ q ` p1`
1?
mT
` R?
m
`RT q}∇vf}L2pIˆµU q
¯
,
as claimed. 
With Theorem 2, it is easy to prove exponential decay to equilibrium.
Proof of Theorem 1. We first notice that (10) impliesˆ
RdˆRd
fpt, x, vqdρ8px, vq “ 0
for all t P p0, T q. This follows from
d
dt
ˆ
RdˆRd
fpt, x, vqdρ8px, vq “ 0,
using the equation (4) and integration by parts.
For every 0 ă s ă t ă T , we have the typical energy estimate:
(36) }fpt, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq ´ }fps, ¨q}
2
L2pµU ;L2κq “ ´2γ}∇vf}
2
L2pps,tqˆµU ;L2κq.
In particular,
(37) the mapping t ÞÑ }fpt, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq is nonincreasing.
Since by equation (4),
´γ∇˚v∇vf “ Btf ´ Lhamf,
we have
}Btf ´ Lhamf}L2pps,tqˆµU ,H´1κ q “ γ}∇˚v∇vf}L2pps,tqˆµU ,H´1κ q ď γ}∇vf}L2pps,tqˆµU ,L2κq.
Fix some time interval length t0 ą 0 that will be specified later. Denote b1 “ C0p 1?m ` t0q and
b2 “ C0p1` 1?
mt0
` R?
m
`Rt0q, and thus by Theorem 2, (36) and (37),
}fpt, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq ´ }fpt´ t0, ¨q}
2
L2pµU ;L2κq
ď ´ 2γpb1γ ` b2q2
´
b2}∇vf}L2ppt´t0,tqˆµU ,L2κq ` b1}Btf ´ Lhamf}L2ppt´t0,tqˆµU ,H´1κ q
¯2
ď ´ 2γpb1γ ` b2q2 }f}
2
L2ppt´t0,tqˆµU ,L2κq ď ´
2γt0
pb1γ ` b2q2 }fpt, ¨q}
2
L2pµU ,L2κq.
Now for any t ą 0, pick the integer k satisfying kt0 ď t ă pk` 1qt0. Applying the above, we get
}fpt, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq ď
´
1` 2γt0pb1γ ` b2q2
¯´k
}fp0, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq
ď
´
1` 2γt0pb1γ ` b2q2
¯´ t
t0
`1
}fp0, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq
“
´
1` 2γt0pb1γ ` b2q2
¯
exp
´
´ t
t0
log
`
1` 2γt0pb1γ ` b2q2
˘¯}fp0, ¨q}2L2pµU ;L2κq.
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Picking t0 to optimize the convergence rate 12t0 logp1 `
2γt0
pb1γ`b2q2 q might be difficult, we will
simply choose t0 “ 12?m , so that there exists some universal constant c0 such that
}fpt, ¨q}L2pµU ;L2κq
ď
d
1` γ
?
m
c0p
?
m`R ` γq2 exp
´
´t?m log`1` γ?m
c0p
?
m`R` γq2
˘¯}fp0, ¨q}L2pµU ;L2κq
and we finish the proof since the expression under the square root is bounded above by a
constant. 
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Appendix A. The decay rate for isotropic quadratic potential
For isotropic quadratic potential, an explicit expression for the spectral gap of L is available
(thus also the decay rate in (7)). Note that while the result is stated for d “ 1, it trivially extends
to arbitrary dimension for isotropic quadratic potential as different coordinates are independent.
Theorem 3 ([20, Theorem 6.4]). When Upxq “ m
2
|x|2, d “ 1, the spectrum of the operator ´L
is given by #
λi,j :“ γ
2
pi` jq `
a
γ2 ´ 4m
2
pi´ jq, i, j “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
+
.
Let λexact be the spectral gap for the real component of tλi,jui,jě0. Notice that the spectral
gap is always achieved when i “ 0 and j “ 1, thus
λexact “ Re
´γ
2
´
a
γ2 ´ 4m
2
¯
.(38)
Corollary A.1. For any dimension d, for isotropic potential Upxq “ m
2
|x|2, (7) holds with the
decay rate λexact.
Appendix B. The DMS hypocoercive estimation
In this section, we will revisit the decay rate by DMS estimation [7, 8], adapted and sum-
marized for underdamped Langevin equation in [21, Sec. 2]. In the first part of this section,
we will review the main result based on [21]; in addition, we will provide a new estimate of the
operator norm of ‖ALhamp1´Πvq‖L2ρ8ÑL2ρ8 , which leads into a more explicit expression of the
decay rate. In the second part, we will present the asymptotic analysis of the decay rate with
respect to m and γ, under the assumption that ∇2xU ě ´2 Id.
B.1. Revisiting the DMS hypocoercive estimation in L2ρ8 . Let us first define an operator
A “ p1` pLhamΠvq˚pLhamΠvqq´1 pLhamΠvq˚(39)
and a Lyaponov function E for φpx, vq by
Epφq “ 1
2
‖φ‖2L2ρ8
´ ǫ pAφ, φqL2ρ8 ,(40)
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where ǫ P p´1, 1q is some quantity depending on L, to be specified below. The functional E is
equivalent to L2ρ8 norm in the following sense (see e.g., [21, Eq. (17)]),
1´ |ǫ|
2
‖φ‖
2
L2ρ8
ď Epφq ď 1` |ǫ|
2
‖φ‖
2
L2ρ8
.(41)
Theorem 4 (See [21, Theorem 1]). Assume that the Poincaré inequality (8) holds and there
exists Rham ă 8 such that
‖ALhamp1´Πvq‖L2ρ8ÑL2ρ8 ď Rham.(42)
Suppose ǫ P p´1, 1q is chosen such that λDMS “ λDMSpγ,m,Rham, ǫq ą 0, where
λDMS :“
γ ´ ǫ
1`m ´
c
ǫ2pRham ` γ2 q2 `
´
γ ´ 2m`1
m`1 ǫ
¯2
2p1` |ǫ|q .(43)
Then for any solution fpt, x, vq of (4) with ´ f0 dρ8 “ 0, we have
‖fpt, ¨, ¨q‖L2ρ8 ď
d
1` |ǫ|
1´ |ǫ| ‖f0‖L2ρ8 e
´λDMS t.
Notice that when ǫ “ 0, the rate λDMS “ 0, which reduces to the conclusion that ‖fpt, ¨, ¨q‖L2ρ8
is non-increasing in time t. The existence of Rham has been studied under fairly general assump-
tions on the potential Upxq in [8, Sec. 2]. In the Proposition B.1 below, we provide a simpler
estimation of Rham only under the assumption of lower bound on Hessian; see the Appendix
B.3 for its proof. The first part of the proof is the same as [8, Lemma 4]; the simplicity in
our approach comes from the application of Bochner’s formula. It is interesting to observe that
Rham does not depend on m when U is an isotropic quadratic potential.
Proposition B.1. Assume there exists K P R such that ∇2xU ě ´K Id for all x P Rd, then we
can choose
Rham “
a
maxtK, 2u.(44)
such that (42) is satisfied.
For the isotropic case Upxq “ m
2
|x|2, we have
‖ALhamp1 ´Πvq‖L2ρ8ÑL2ρ8 “
?
2.
Thus the optimal choice of Rham is
?
2 and (44) is tight in this case.
As an immediate consequence, if it holds that ∇2xU ě ´2 Id, we can take Rham “
?
2, which
is tight for the isotropic case.
B.2. Asymptotic analysis of the decay rate. In this subsection, we shall assume that
∇2xU ě ´2 Id, thus we can choose Rham “
?
2, according to the Proposition B.1. To remove the
dependence on the parameter ǫ and to find the optimal decay rate, let us introduce
ΛDMSpγ,mq :“ sup
ǫPp´1,1q
λDMSpγ,m,
?
2, ǫq
“ sup
ǫPp´1,1q
γ ´ ǫ
1`m ´
c
ǫ2p?2` γ
2
q2 `
´
γ ´ 2m`1
m`1 ǫ
¯2
2p1` |ǫ|q ,
(45)
provided that the supremum is not achieved at the boundary i.e., ǫ “ 1´ or ǫ “ p´1q`. Observe
that
‚ When ǫ “ 0, λDMSpγ,m,
?
2, 0q “ 0;
‚ When ǫ “ p´1q`, λDMSpγ,m,
?
2, p´1q`q ă 0.
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Therefore, the supremum can only be achieved at ǫ “ 1´, or the critical points of the expression
on the right hand side of (45). In general, it is hard to obtain a simple explicit expression of
ΛDMSpγ,mq. Therefore, we shall consider the following asymptotic regions.
Proposition B.2. (i) For fixed m “ Op1q, we have
(46)
ΛDMSpγ,mq “
$’’&
’’%
´´p1`mq?3m2 ` 4m` 1` 3m2 ` 3m` 1
6m2 ` 8m` 3
¯
γ `Opγ2q, when γ Ñ 0;
4m2
p1`mq2 γ
´1 `Opγ´2q, when γ Ñ8.
(ii) Consider coupled asymptotic regime γ “ b?m (or equivalently m “ pγ{bq2) for some
b “ Op1q, we have
(47) ΛDMSpγ,mq “
$’’&
’’%
γ5
2b4
`Opγ6q, when γ Ñ 0;
4
γ
`Opγ´2q, when γ Ñ8.
The proof can be found in Appendix B.3. The scaling in the first case is already known in
e.g., [21]; in the above proposition, we simply explicitly calculate the leading order term. The
second case is relevant when we choose γ to optimize the convergence rate according to m and
for the regime mÑ 0.
B.3. Proofs of the Propositions in Appendix.
Proof of Proposition B.1. We first consider the case that Hessian is bounded from below. It is
equivalent to consider the operator norm of
´p1´ΠvqLhamA˚ “ ´p1´ΠvqL2hamΠv p1` pLhamΠvq˚pLhamΠvqq´1 .
Notice that this operator is supported on RanpΠvq from the observation that A “ ΠvA, it is then
equivalent to find the smallest Rham such that for any φpx, vq with Πvφ “ φ (i.e., φpx, vq ” φpxq
is a function of x only), we have
‖´p1´ΠvqLhamA˚φ‖L2ρ8 ď Rham ‖φ‖L2ρ8 “ Rham ‖φ‖L2µU .(48)
Given such a function φ with Πvφ “ φ, define
ϕ :“ p1` pLhamΠvq˚pLhamΠvqq´1 φ.
It is easy to check that Πvϕ “ ϕ. By simplifying the above equation with (5) and (14),
φpxq “ ϕpxq ´∆xϕpxq `∇xUpxq ¨∇xϕ “ ϕpxq `∇˚x∇xϕpxq.(49)
Furthermore, by some straightforward calculation, we have
´p1´ΠvqLhamA˚φ “ ´p1´ΠvqL2hamΠvϕ “ ´
ÿ
i,j
pvivj ´ δi,jqBxi,xjϕ.
Thus
‖´p1´ΠvqLhamA˚φ‖2L2ρ8 “
ˆ ´ÿ
i,j
pvivj ´ δi,jqBxi,xjϕ
¯2
dρ8
“ 2
ÿ
i,j
ˆ `Bxi,xjϕ˘2 dµU .
Then by Bochner’s formula,
‖´p1´ΠvqLhamA˚pφq‖2L2ρ8
“ 2
ˆ
∇xϕ ¨∇x∇˚x∇xϕ´∇xϕ ¨∇2xU∇xϕ´∇˚x∇x
ˆ
|∇xϕ|
2
2
˙
dµU
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“ 2
ˆ
|∇˚x∇xϕ|
2 ´∇xϕ ¨∇2xU∇xϕdµU
ď 2
ˆˆ
|∇˚x∇xϕ|
2 dµU `K
ˆ
|∇xϕ|
2 dµU
˙
ď max tK, 2u
ˆˆ
|∇˚x∇xϕ|
2 dµU ` 2
ˆ
|∇xϕ|
2 dµU
˙
.
From (49), we have
‖φ‖
2
L2µU
“
ˆ
ϕ2 ` 2ϕ ∇˚x∇xϕ` |∇˚x∇xϕ|2 dµU
ě 2
ˆ
|∇xϕ|
2 dµU `
ˆ
|∇˚x∇xϕ|
2 dµU .
By combining the last two equations,
‖´p1´ΠvqLhamA˚pφq‖2L2ρ8 ď maxtK, 2u ‖φ‖
2
L2µU
,
which yields (44).
We now consider the isotropic case. Recall that the operator norm of ALhamp1 ´ Πvq is
the smallest Rham such that (48) holds. Let us consider the elliptic PDE (49). By the choice
Upxq “ m
2
|x|2,
φpxq “
´
1`mpx´ 1
m
∇xq ¨∇x
¯
ϕpxq.
Then by rescaling the variable x “ y?
m
and rescaling the functions sφpyq :“ φpxq “ φ` y?
m
˘
,sϕpyq :“ ϕpxq “ ϕ` y?
m
˘
, we have
sφpyq “ ´1`mpy ´∇yq ¨∇y¯sϕpyq.(50)
In addition, by rewriting (48), we need to find the smallest Rham such that
2m2
ÿ
i,j
ˆ
∣
∣Byi,yj sϕpyq∣∣2 e´ |y|22 dy ď R2ham ˆ sφpyq2e´ |y|22 dy.(51)
Next, let us expand the last equation by probabilists’ Hermite polynomials Hkpzq :“ pz ´
d
dz
qk ¨ 1 for integers k ě 0. Recall two important properties
H 1kpzq “ kHk´1pzq,
1?
2π
ˆ
HjpzqHkpzqe´ z
2
2 dz “ k! δj,k.
Given n “ pn1, n2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ndq, define
Hnpyq :“ Hn1py1qHn2py2q ¨ ¨ ¨Hndpydq.
By the above properties, it is easy to show that if sϕ “ Hn, then sφ “ NnHn, where Nn :“
1`mři ni. Thus if sϕpyq “ řn anHn, then we have sφ “ řn anNnHn. By such an expansion,
(51) can be rewritten as
2m2
ÿ
i,j
ÿ
n
a2
n
pninj ´ δi,jniq
dź
k“1
nk! ď R2ham
ÿ
n
a2
n
N2
n
dź
k“1
nk!
Then finding the operator norm of ALhamp1 ´ Πvq is equivalent to finding the smallest Rham
such that for any n, one hasÿ
i,j
pninj ´ δi,jniq ď R
2
ham
2m2
N2
n
” R
2
ham
2m2
p1 `m
ÿ
i
niq2.
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When n1 Ñ8 and n2, n3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nd “ 0, we know that R
2
ham
2
ě 1. Also observe thatÿ
i,j
pninj ´ δi,jniq ď
´ÿ
i
ni
¯2
“ 1
m2
´
m
ÿ
i
ni
¯2
ď 1
m2
´
1`m
ÿ
i
ni
¯2
.
Therefore, R
2
ham
2
“ 1 is sufficient.
In summary, ‖ALhamp1 ´Πvq‖L2ρ8ÑL2ρ8 “
?
2 and the optimal choice of Rham is
?
2. 
Proof of Proposition B.2. We used Maple software to help verify the asymptotic expansion.
Part (i): m “ Op1q.
‚ (when γ Ñ 0). Via asymptotic expansion, we have
λDMSpγ,m,
?
2, 1´q “ ´1`
?
6m2 ` 8m` 3
4p1`mq `Opγq ă 0.
Thus the supremum is not obtained at ǫ “ 1´. Then let us consider critical points within the
domain p´1, 1q, whose asymptotic expansions are
ǫ˘ “ p6m
2 ` 5m` 1˘?3m2 ` 4m` 1qp1 `mq
18m3 ` 30m2 ` 17m` 3 γ `Opγ
2q ą 0.
After comparison, the larger decay rate is obtained at ǫ´ with the value in (46).
‚ (when γ Ñ8). Similarly, via asymptotic expansion, we have
λDMSpγ,m,
?
2, 1´q “ ´
?
5
2
´ 1
4
γ `Op1q ă 0.
Thus we need to consider the critical points. It turns out, there is only one critical point within
the domain p´1, 1q, which is ǫ “ 8m
1`mγ
´1 `Opγ´2q with the decay rate in (46).
Part (ii): γ “ b?m with b “ Op1q.
‚ (when γ Ñ 0). Via asymptotic expansion, one could check that
λDMSpγ,m “ pγ{bq2,
?
2, 1´q “ ´1`
?
3
4
`Opγq ă 0.
Thus, we only need to consider the decay rate at critical points, which are given by
ǫ1 “ γ
3
b2
`Opγ4q, ǫ2 “ 2
3
γ `Opγ2q.
and the associated decay rates are
λDMSpγ,m “ pγ{bq2,
?
2, ǫ1q “ γ
5
2b4
`Opγ6q ą 0;
λDMSpγ,m “ pγ{bq2,
?
2, ǫ2q “ ´1
3
γ `Opγ2q ă 0.
Therefore, the optimal decay rate is obtained at ǫ1, which gives (47).
‚ (when γ Ñ8). Via asymptotic expansion, one could obtain
λDMSpγ,m “ pγ{bq2,
?
2, 1´q “ ´
?
5´ 2
8
γ `Op1q ă 0.
Thus the supremum in (45) cannot be obtained at ǫ “ 1´. Then, let us look at the critical
points. It turns out there is only one within the interval p´1, 1q, which is ǫ1 “ 8γ `Opγ´2q. The
optimal decay rate must be achieved at ǫ1, with the expression given in (47). 
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